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After 20 years of marriage, Jane Seymour and husband James
Keach  have  decided  to  file  for  divorce,  reported
UsMagazine.com. The ex-couple made the announcement on April
12th which said, “Jane Seymour and James Keach confirm that
they are separated and have been  for several months. At this
time they are negotiating the  terms of their divorce.” This
was Jane Seymour’s fourth marriage and James Keach’s second.
The  have  twin  sons  together  John  and  Kristopher,  17.  In
regards to their children the ex-spouses state, “They will
continue  their  relationship  as  devoted  parents  to  their
children, as  business associates and partners, and in their
joint dedication to preserving  and furthering the charitable
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endeavors that they’ve worked on throughout their  marriage.”

How  do  you  know  when  to  call  it  quits  in  a  long-term
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

You and your partner have been together for years, but things
have been taking a turn for the worst. How do you know whether
or not the relationship is worth fighting for, or if its time
to call it quits? Cupid is here to help you decide:

1. Worth fighting for: Decide if the relationship is worth
more blood, sweat, and tears. Is it worth fighting  for? Think
about whether it is worth the pain of fighting.

2. Talk to family and friends: Your friends and family have
been  onlookers  during  your  rollercoaster  ride  of  a
relationship. Get their opinions. They will always want the
best  for  you  and  will  want  to  help  you  make  the  right
decision.

3. Think about the future: Do you truely see a future with
your partner? If you can not see yourself being with them in
the future then it is no worth trying to fix the relationship.
It may be time to call it quits and move on.

How did you know when to call it quits on your long-term
relationship? Share your thoughts below.


